Sacred thread of love for our brave soldiers from Vaso campus, AAU, Vaso – 387 380

“Rakhi is a divine thread embellished with sister’s love”

Rakshabandhan traditionally celebrates the sacred bond of trust between brother and sister. As a token of this bond the girl-students and the family of staff-members of College of Agriculture, AAU, Vaso has collected and sent Rakhis to our brave soldiers of Dras Sector, Kargil. With a noble intention that these Rakhis will remember as a symbol of our trust and love for our Jawans, whose shielding hands has given us a better life and sound sleep within the boundaries of our nation. The whole Vaso family wishes that this piece of thread or silk will serve as an amulet and preservative against misfortune and as a mark of respect towards our true unsung heroes of the nation. “Jay Hind”.
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